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Details of Visit:

Author: kingofthelic
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 27 Aug 2014 1:30
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 70
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07586162757

The Premises:

Good directions, though Sat Nav stops you on the North Circular (you have to go around, she will
explain. Its a house directly on the North Circular, so hardly discreet, but who is to know? Cheap
meter parking close by. House is usual, a bit scruffy, but functional is what I would describe, at least
it was clean. Led in, shoes off and up to room.

The Lady:

OMG. Found her on AW with good reviews. Stunning - A nice surprise. She is hot as you like.
Hungarian, English good enough , very friendly.  

The Story:

Sorted out the Admin and took a shower and returned for main event. Nicole has a lovely tanned
body with pert titties and very nice long blonde hair ( getting a lazy lob writing this).She had a nice
set of undies, all the right working uniform I would say. Started on OWO, slipped in a delicious 69
and then the main event with party hat on. Nicole knows what's she's doing. Apart from no
(apparent) kissing it felt like a real GFE experience with a bit of PSE thrown in. Cleaned up, chatted
and massage. No clock watching or rushed at all. Moved to a top top notch OWO with CIM to
completion. Up there with the best of. At this cost and location, very very tempting to return. Shes
off shortly for a couple of weeks Holiday, I will be planning a repeat. Good girl. Have a nice trip!
köszönöm as they say 
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